The earliest prototypes of React were written in Standard ML.
var Foo = React.createClass({
    render: function() {
        return <Bar />;
    }
});
Our quest for maintainable applications has led us to similar concepts found in ML.
let peek = cat => {
  if (Math.random() > 0.5) {
    cat.lives--; 
  }
};
/* @flow */
type schrodingersCat = {
  lives: number
};

let peek = (cat:schrodingersCat) => {
  if (Math.random() > 0.5) {
    return {...cat, lives: cat.lives - 1};
  }
  return cat;
};
/* @flow */
type animal = "cat" | "dog";

let petAnimal = (animal:animal) => {
    switch (animal) {
        case "cat":
            /*...*/
            break;
        case "dog":
            /*...*/
            break;
    }
};
<Match pattern="/:user" render={ (matchProps) => (
  <div>
    <Match pattern="/about" component={{About}} />
    <Match pattern="/company" component={{Company}} />
  </div>
)} />
Types, immutability and pattern matching reduce accidental complexity.
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type schrodingerCat = {
    lives: int
};

let peek cat => {
    if (Random.bool()) {
        { ...cat, lives: cat.lives - 1};
    } else {
        cat;
    }
};
type animal = Cat | Dog | Bird;

let petAnimal animal => {
  switch (animal) {
    | Cat => {}
    | Dog => {}
  }
};
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